
PREPARATION GUIDE #13

Based on: Smith & Davis (Ch. 10, pp. 224-233)

Review from previous prep guides:

1.  What is an operational definition?  How might you operationally define the 
following constructs: learning, memory, success?  Why is it important for 
operational definitions to be valid and reliable?  How are operational 
definitions related to scales of measurement?  How are measures of central 
tendency related to scales of measurement?  What are independent groups?  
Dependent groups?

Smith & Davis (Ch. 10, pp. 224-233)

2.  Discuss how experimental design and statistical analysis are related to one 
another.  Also, why is it important to determine your experimental design before 
you conduct your study?

3.  When do you conduct a t test (i.e., what are the criteria for conducting a t 
test)?  Once you have determined that a t test is the appropriate statistical 
analysis, how do you know whether you should conduct a t test for independent 
samples or a t test for correlated (also known as dependent or paired) samples?

4.  What is homogeneity of variance and why is this statistic important to know 
when you are conducting a study with two groups (or any number of groups, for 
that matter)?  Do you necessarily need homogeneity of variance to use a t test?

5.  When researchers use a correlated-groups design, why do they often check to 
see if there is a correlation between the scores of the groups?

6.  Megan is about to begin an experiment in which she will study the effects of 
different amounts of study time—2 hrs or 6 hrs—on exam scores.  She has 
already decided that this will be a two-group design, but she is unsure whether 
she should use an independent-groups design or a correlated-groups design.  So, 
Megan decides to conduct a pilot study with a small number of participants 
using an independent-groups design.  How would Megan set up this particular 
design (i.e., how would she choose participants, place them into groups, etc.)?



Here are the data she collected from the study (scores are on a 100-point scale):

2 hrs. 6 hrs.

  75     97
    82     94

  70     92
  78     85
  76                                92

What are the mean and standard deviation for each group?  Megan finds that “t 
observed” is 5.68.  What is “t critical?”  (You should use Appendix A in the 
back of your book to find this information.)  Based on this information, would 
she reject the null or fail to reject the null?  Did the IV affect the DV?

Now, Megan decides to run her real study a bit differently.  She is concerned 
that IQ could be an extraneous variable, so instead of using an independent-
groups design, she decides to use a correlated (matched-pairs) design.  How 
would Megan set up this particular design?  Explain how a correlated design 
results in equivalent groups before the study starts.

This time, Megan hypothesizes that participants in the “6-hr.” group will 
perform better than participants in the “2-hr.” group.

Megan enters her data into SPSS and obtains p = .02.  Based on this 
information, would she reject the null or fail to reject the null?  Did the IV affect 
the DV and if so, what was the effect?


